
Mike Nearman is accused of “disorderly” conduct? 2020, and 2021 can only be summed up as entirely, thoroughly, fundamentally, 
purposefully, disorderly- completely due to the fashionable trends in opinion among Oregon leadership, including calls to abolish 
police and to implement radical forms of “justice” not previously known to democratic societies. 

Mike Nearman’s behavior was probably the most orderly thing that gave me hope that the whole State has not gone completely 
insane. Although the legislators, the governor, and her executive agencies believed that they could issue orders from behind closed 
doors to ruin businesses, churches, and public buildings such as the Capitol, they lacked any real authority (and courage). Their 
mandates were not based in science, nor even simple logic- they were based on a mass public hysteria that is only just now starting 
to come to light in hindsight one year later. Oregon state, county, city, executive, legislative, and judicial leadership disregarded 
order, wholesale, as they permitted riots, murder, and race-obsessed violent mobs operating roving checkpoints and creating 
autonomous zones in our state’s streets- all during a supposed pandemic. Not only were these crimes permitted, they were tacitly 
encouraged as some kind of "social justice." The disorder of Oregon’s leadership, and their refusal to work with federal authorities to 
stop domestic terrorism such as ANTIFA, created a kind of 3rd world in some of our cities, which Oregon tax payers are no doubt 
expected to fund for repairs. Portland looks like Mogadishu did in the historical account of the Blackhawk Down Incident.

After all this our leadership in Oregon began working against even liberal civil rights traditions in America, as described in the New 
York Times this week in their piece about the ACLU and the new breed of radical progressive anti-liberty minded legal activists. I 
remember when AIDS led to widespread public concern to protect patient privacy and to prevent discrimination based on personal 
health status. Yet, Oregon leaders and influencers in 2020 began discussing vaccine passports and “papers please” types of 
checkpoints, operated by a kind of Stasi-like network of citizen snitches coerced into acting under the color of law by rogue, 
disorderly, Oregon leadership. How would we like it if we started asking customers and job applicants if they've engaged in risky 
sexual behaviors lately?

From this complete, festering, disgraceful state of purposeful disorder created by Oregon leadership came a final cry to “make it 
stop” on December 21st. Mike Nearman cited the highest source of order in our state: The Oregon Constitution.

We know your so-called authority rests on coercion and hysteria using fear and propaganda through the media and various 
industries including academia, the sciences, and now the medical professions. Your disorder and disrespect directly led to 
Americans no longer trusting you as leaders, our system of government, the medical community, pharmaceutical companies, their 
snitch neighbors, and the sciences in general.

Perhaps listening to people like Mike Nearman would have generated more unity and trust in the population all along. Mike 
Nearman perhaps conducted the only acts of orderliness in the entirety of the legislature in 2020.


